
Today is gonna be the day, you hear somebody say  “I need you 
right away”





Be totally honest. 

   Now is not the time to stand on ceremony. The 
true emotion of what you write will speak for you, 
so use this to your advantage. Because it is so 
hard to say aloud, allow the freedom of writing to 
help you express how you really feel. The 
recipient of the letter will most likely be moved to 
tears at your confession, and may be more likely 
to return the gesture!



Keep your dignity.

   Even though you’re pouring your heart out onto 
the page, try to avoid giving the impression that 
your life will end without the other person. It 
should come off as an open confession of your 
feelings and not a desperate cry for help. 
Maintain some confidence and self-esteem in 
your letter, even as you express your devotion to 
the object of your affection.



Don’t act possessive.

     If you are going  to confess your love to 
someone, you’re probably already a little worried 
about seeming awkward, when all you really 
want to do is express how you really feel. 
Fortunately, it’s not too hard to understand it. 
Simply look over your letter to make sure that 
you never make any assumptions about the two 
of you “belonging together.” Focus on your own 
feelings without projecting anything onto the 
other person. This way, they will know that your 
emotions are honest.



Make it unconditional.

     We know it’s a real risk putting yourself out 
there, and one only you can decide to make. 
But, no matter how nervous you are, always 
keep in mind that you stand a better chance if 
the object of your affection sees you as a warm, 
open-hearted person. As you tell them how you 
feel, also let them know that you won’t hold it 
against them if they don’t return your feelings. 
This will help you to recover easily if luck isn’t 
with you.



Double-check everything.

     The luxury of letter-writing is that it gives 
you the  opportunity to stop yourself from 
saying anything that you don’t mean to 
say. Once you’ve written your letter, read it 
over carefully to make sure that it comes 
off as heartfelt, honest, and clear. This 
doesn’t mean you should obsess too 
much, of course. 
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